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Getting it Right?



English and Maths 

Health Warning



CIF Common Inspection Framework

Quality of Teaching, Learning and Assessment:
• Ofsted will make a judgement on the effectiveness of teaching, 

learning and assessment by evaluating the extent to which:

English, mathematics and other skills necessary to function as an 

economically active member of British society and globally are 

promoted through teaching and learning

Data inspectors use include: 
• achievement in English and mathematics

Effectiveness of leadership and management: 

• the strategic priority that leaders and managers give to the provision of 

English and mathematics to ensure that learners improve their levels of 

skills in these subjects compared with their starting points 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/common-inspection-framework-education-skills-and-early-years-from-september-2015



Conditions of funding

Students aged 16 to 18, or aged 19 to 25 if they have a LDA 

or EHCP, who do not hold a GCSE grade A* to C, new 

GCSE 9 to 4 or equivalent qualification in maths and/or in 

English, must be enrolled on an approved qualification in 

either English, maths or both, in each academic year.

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/16-to-19-funding-maths-and-english-condition-of-funding



Exemption to condition of funding

Where a student with SEN or disabilities has not achieved 

grade C in maths and/or English GCSE and they are able to 

do so, every effort should be made to enable them to 

achieve these valuable qualifications. Where a student is not 

able to study GCSE they should be supported to achieve 

a stepping stone qualification.

Exemption to the condition of funding:

• students with learning difficulties and/or disabilities, who 

are also assessed as not able to study either GCSE or 

stepping stone qualifications
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/16-to-19-funding-maths-and-english-condition-of-funding



Evidence for exemption to condition 

of funding
Institutions should keep evidence that justifies their 

decision that a student is exempt. This information 

must be available to auditors appointed to test the 

use of Education and Skills funding and to Ofsted 

inspectors.

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/16-to-19-funding-maths-and-english-condition-of-funding



Why is the Government so focussed on English and 

Maths?
• UK is falling behind in PISA tables, only 11% of students in the UK are 

top performers, compared to Singapore, the top performing country, 

where 35% of students are top performers. http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/2016/12/06/oecd-pisa-

report-does-uk-rank-international-school-league-tables

• 1 in 5 still cannot look up plumber in the yellow pages. and nearly half of 

working adults in England, 17 million people, have the maths skills of 

an 11-year-old. http://www.mirror.co.uk/ne ws/uk-news/sum-dummies-half-of-adults-have-the-maths-749146

• The UK ranks  in the bottom 4 within OECD countries for literacy and 

numeracy  http://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2017/04/18/uk-skills-crisis-young-workers-struggle-reading-maths/

• Adults with poor literacy and numeracy have worse physical and mental 

health and low self-esteem, live in a poorer standard of accommodation, 

have more family breakdowns and are more likely to have been in 

trouble with the police. Achieving English and maths qualifications will 

enable otherwise poorly-qualified adults to earn a living and contribute to 

national prosperity. The National Research and Development Centre (NRDC)

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/education/2016/12/06/oecd-pisa-report-does-uk-rank-international-school-league-tables
http://www.mirror.co.uk/ne ws/uk-news/sum-dummies-half-of-adults-have-the-maths-749146
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/business/2017/04/18/uk-skills-crisis-young-workers-struggle-reading-maths/


Success rates

• According to the Skills Funding Agency the average success rates for 

Functional Skills qualifications across the country in 2015 stood at 

62.9%.         http://www.bksb.co.uk/news/functional-skills-success-rates-released-by-skills-funding-agency/

• In 2015 English level 1, 16 to 18 provision for all institutions, the 

success rate was 65.5%, while for level 2 it was 59.1%. 

• In 2015 maths level 1, 16-18 provision for all institutions, the success 

rate was 52.5%, while for level 2 is was 45%. http://feweek.co.uk/2015/04/20/functional-skills-

first-reveals-just-63pc-achievement/

• The number of A*-C GCSE grades have declined by almost 2.1% 

compared to 2015, in 2016 only 66% achieved an A*-C grade. 
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/education/gcse-results-2016-grades-fall-dramatically-across-the-board-

a7208686.html

• Apprenticeship success rates fell to 67% in 2015/16                                                                                                                
http://feweek.co.uk/2017/02/16/breaking-apprenticeship-achievement-rate-method-revised-and-fall-to-67-percent/

http://www.bksb.co.uk/news/functional-skills-success-rates-released-by-skills-funding-agency/
http://feweek.co.uk/2015/04/20/functional-skills-first-reveals-just-63pc-achievement/
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/education/gcse-results-2016-grades-fall-dramatically-across-the-board-a7208686.html
http://feweek.co.uk/2017/02/16/breaking-apprenticeship-achievement-rate-method-revised-and-fall-to-67-percent/


Reforms update
• The new 1-9 GCSE are now live in post 16 education with first testing 

this summer.

• The revised national Adult Literacy and Numeracy Standards and 

Functional Skills Subject Content have been                          

submitted to Justine Greening Secretary of State for Education 

and are waiting to be signed off with an                 intended start date 

2019.

• ETF is currently working on the development of two                                     

distinct but linked Exemplar Curricula to support the 

teaching of revised Functional Skills English and Maths 

at all levels (Entry 1 – Level 2). The new                     curricula will 

reflect a range of teaching approaches                     through example 

activities. The documents aim to be inclusive and offer 

advice and guidance to support a range of neurodiverse learners.



GCSE resit policy under consideration?

“For many students, an 

alternative level 2 

qualification 

may be a more 

appropriate means of 

improving their English 

and mathematics 

and ensuring that they 

are ready for work.”
Sir Michael Wilshaw Dec 2017

http://feweek.co.uk/2016/12/01/ofsted-annual-report-says-gcse-english-and-math-resit-policy-is-failing

http://feweek.co.uk/2016/12/01/ofsted-annual-report-says-gcse-english-and-math-resit-policy-is-failing


Getting it right

• Is about knowing your options and the learner’s options 

• It is about the process 

• It is about experience – yours and the learners

• It is about the quality of information provided either 

through ECHPs, ILPs, Performance Records, RARPA, 

Previous Attainment, School Reports, Funding Guidance 

etc.

• It is about time and resource allocation

• It is about knowing your learner and the relationship you 

have



Knowing your learner
Focussing on English and Maths in groups just briefly 

discuss:

1. How long does it take you to get to know your learner 

2. What learner information are you provided with  

3. When are you supplied with this information

4. How do you find out more

5. How can you feed into this body of information in order to update and 

record progress for the next tutor, workplace etc.

6. How much do you know about the other areas of study the learner is 

undertaking as part of their programme?

7. Why would it be important to know this?

8. Is there the possibility for embedding – English and Maths in other 

areas and other areas in the English and Maths?



Embedding 



4 Pathways underpinning SEND reforms 

– Perfect opportunity to embed

• Employment

• Independent Living

• Good health and well-being

• Community Inclusion

http://www.preparingforadulthood.org.uk/



Identifying issues and 

developing strategies 

for English and Maths 

delivery



Lotus blossom diagram

Let’s focus on what is potentially preventing us from 

‘Getting it Right!’

In small groups draw a noughts 

and crosses square in the middle 

of the flip chart paper.



Lotus blossom diagram
• In the center, one group write Maths and the other English

• In the outside boxes write down 8 issues that concern you in 

respect of the topic you have written in the middle – What is 

preventing you from getting it right?

• Now draw another noughts and crosses square and 

choose one of the 8 issues and write it in 

the middle and break it down into                          possible 8 

ways to address the issue.

• The next stage is to action the strategies identified and 

evaluate and feedback on the results
http://thoughtegg.com/lotus-blossom-creative-technique/



Applying the lotus blossom diagram

How else could you use this problem solving tool and who 

could you use it with?



Motivation



Successful and motivational providers adopt a 

whole organisation approach to English and 

Maths

• English and Maths provision should be central and 
visible to the organisation at all levels from strategic 
leadership and management to delivery practice

• English and Maths should be embeded in teaching and 
learning programmes across a range of learning aims and 
goals

• All learners and staff should have opportunities to 
progress and achieve English and Maths qualifications



What can we do?
1. Clear the decks – get creative and physical

2. Don’t just laminate it live it - Model excellence in everything you do

3. Use images that personally motivate the learner – emojis, heroes, goals

4. Motivational words, quotes that have meaning to the learner including quality 

feedback – let the learner compose their own affirmations

5. Progression footprints/arrows/handprints/climbing ladder/barometer/graphs

6. Countdown calendar – by the end of the academic year you will have achieved 

your level 4 grade GCSE, Entry 2 Functional Skills, Milestone 2 etc

7. Visualisation techniques – what does it feel/sound/taste/look like when you ……

8. Routine – so learner knows what is expected

9. Growth mindset – vocabulary in constant use

10. Music – used as introduction, settling down period, timed to tasks

11. Breathing techniques – 10 seconds in and 10 seconds out, right nostril, left 

nostril -Mindfulness – focus – rein in the butterfly mind

12. Give control to the learner and develop strategies to tackle tricky situations 



Locus of control 

Julian Rotter 1966  



We can’t learn or

progress if we are living 

in the basement!



Checking the confidence in the room
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Time

Topic



Start and end every task with the 

question

• Which English Skills do 

you think you will need to 

complete this task?

• Which Maths Skills do you 

think you will need to 

complete this task?

• Which English Skills have 

you used  to complete this 

task?

• Which Maths Skills  have 

you used  to complete this 

task?

26



A picture paints a 1000 words and numbers



Which questions could you ask?



Activities that promote thinking skills
• True or False

• Would you rather ……… - thonks

• What if ……

• Sometimes, always and never

• Agree or Disagree

• How else can you show this information – tables, graphs, poster, 

report, blog, twitter feed etc

• Classifying, Ordering and Sorting

• Comparisons and Preferences

• Estimation/ Guesstimation/ Approximation / Rounding

• Reverse Calculations

• Trial and Error / Substitution

• Realism – ask does your answer make sense?



Resources and Ideas
• https://www.ncetm.org.uk/

• http://www.veryspecialmaths.co.uk/

• https://www.tes.com/teaching-resources/hub/special-educational-needs

• http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resources/specialeducationalneeds-sen

• http://www.senteacher.org/print/

• http://www.sparklebox.co.uk/special-needs/#.WTWSeuvyvIU

• http://www.teachingideas.co.uk/subjects/special-needs

• http://www.educationworld.com/a_curr/curr139.shtml

• https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/identifying-working-dyslexic-students

• https://scips.worc.ac.uk/subjects-and-disabilities/english-english_dyslexia/

• http://www.beatingdyslexia.com/spelling-lessons.html

• https://www.britishcouncil.org/voices-magazine/how-teachers-can-help-learners-

dyslexia

• http://www.aboutdyscalculia.org/teachers.html

• https://www.understood.org/en/school-learning/partnering-with-childs-

school/instructional-strategies/at-a-glance-classroom-accommodations-for-dyscalculia

http://www.veryspecialmaths.co.uk/
https://www.tes.com/teaching-resources/hub/special-educational-needs
http://www.twinkl.co.uk/resources/specialeducationalneeds-sen
http://www.senteacher.org/print/
http://www.sparklebox.co.uk/special-needs/#.WTWSeuvyvIU
http://www.teachingideas.co.uk/subjects/special-needs
http://www.educationworld.com/a_curr/curr139.shtml
https://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/article/identifying-working-dyslexic-students
http://www.beatingdyslexia.com/spelling-lessons.html
https://www.britishcouncil.org/voices-magazine/how-teachers-can-help-learners-dyslexia
http://www.aboutdyscalculia.org/teachers.html


‘Introducing or 

increasing use of non-

accredited provision for 

learners with SEND’ 

Could this be the focus of a 

cluster group you’d like to lead 

or engage with? 



Thank you

Rosemarie D’Ambrosio-Winter


